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Introduction

In the past years, our lives have become much more connected and internet-based. Big Data has seeped into every life, no longer constrained to the databases and metrics of high technology companies. With consumer experiences moving online, the vast array of options available online are increasing at unprecedented paces, be it consumer products, social media web apps, or shiny new widgets. The paradox of choice is a well-studied phenomenon. After a certain variety of choices, consumers actually become less satisfied with their choices and the process of sifting through a daunting amount of information and choices.

We term this behavior *information overload*: with huge amounts of online choices presented to consumers in a myriad of different formats, this type of Big Data overwhelms consumers, both tech-savvy consumers and those who are not. However, even as Big Data has caused this information overload for many, Big Data may be able to solve issues even beyond online experiences.

To explore a direct example of information overload and its possible solutions, we analyze the general industry of online product experiences: product discovery and product recommendation. In this report, we begin with a description and history of this industry. We will describe our own attempts at creating a solution for this industry and what we learned. Then, we will pivot to a thorough analysis of the market and technical environment of the industry. Finally, we will synthesize these takeaways to look at the true opportunity in this space: a simplified internet browsing experience that utilizes many recommendation technologies under the hood.

Industry Description

The industries of product discovery and product recommendation have been significant parts of our online and consumer lives for the past decade. With roots in traditional marketing and advertising, these technologies have changed the way people browse and shop online. Consumers demand better curated and relevant content, and as a result, there is now a large market for solutions that address serving more efficient, automated experiences. We see this in three main subsections: product discovery, product comparison, and product recommendation.

*Product Discovery*
Product discovery for consumers is the technology for a holistic engagement process that introduces new products to the user in an interactive manner that prioritizes the whole experience of the user in addition to just finding new products. It is important to know that product discovery from a consumer standpoint is different from the ‘product discovery’ that is used in management terms; in those scenarios, product discovery is used as a term for discovering features during
product creation that may connect with users. An example of product discovery is the iOS App Store, which recommends relevant and popular apps.

**Product Comparison**
Product comparison is the technology for comparing products in some kind of organized manner. Product comparison can either be done implicitly or explicitly. Explicit product comparison is what we are most familiar with: side-by-side comparison of products or services that consumers actually see. These comparisons leverage quantitative information about the products, but may also include some qualitative components. Implicit product comparison happens in the backend of the applications; the system compares products using internal metrics in order to better display products for recommendation or discovery purposes. An example of explicit product comparison is on Amazon or Google when comparing items on areas like price, weight, or battery life.

**Product Recommendation**
Product recommendation is the technology for recommending products to users to maximize their conversion to actually use or purchase these products. Unlike product discovery, the main service provided by product recommendation is not the holistic experience, but actual click-through to the products. An example of product recommendation would be the ‘Recommended for You’ sections on Amazon.

![Diagram of product discovery, comparison, and recommendation](image)

**Fig 1:** A representation of the relation between product discovery, comparison, and recommendation.
Practical Application: Our Attempt at Productization

As part of IEOR 290, we attempted to create a solution to address issues we saw in this space. Specifically, we approached information overload through the lens of creating a decision engine that could augment the consumer online experience.

![Usual Pathway](Usual Pathway.png)

**Fig. 2:** A comparison of the default current process that consumers take when researching products online.

![Ulli Pathway](Ulli Pathway.png)

**Fig. 3:** A more detailed breakdown on the proposed value add of a decision engine that augments the decision process.

We began with our intuition on what consumers would need in this space, and focused on the concept of a tool to help decision processes during both product comparison and product recommendation. We viewed the current process as extremely tedious: there is a lot of noise during product research, which results in many open tabs, many review articles, and a lot of mostly useless reviews. We
hypothesized that a tool that could replace some of the more repetitive parts of this process would add value to any consumer who regularly purchased and researched products online.

After initial feedback from potential users and market analysis, we concluded that such a tool may be useful, but choosing the correct market would be crucial. We struggled on this for a few iterations, but settled on few key criteria our market would have to satisfy:

1) Low brand loyalty
2) High risk purchases
3) Frequent purchasing patterns
4) Can’t be saturated already

Our market research and user interviews validated our concerns. Many of the industries we had been considering were not great fits. The consumer electronics market had high brand loyalty, as a tech item you use daily in a public setting is often viewed as more than just a tool. The household products industry was not a high-risk purchase, so most people would not use a tool to exhaustively research various options (this applied to many low-risk purchases in general; if consumers currently aren’t spending time researching options for low-risk purchases, they won’t start researching in the future without some significant market shift). The car or housing market purchasing patterns were too infrequent, as we needed users who would be using our solution on a regular manner. Finally, industries like travel and car rentals were largely saturated with solutions similar to ours.

The numbers from our market research supported our user interviews, as will be shown in a later section. We struggled with pivoting to a suitable market, and converted our venture into the industry analysis seen here. Towards the end of the course, we realized that a market that fits our criteria may be the gift-buying market. There is potential in disrupting the gift-buying industry through a tool to help consumers discover and purchase gifts for all occasions.

**Technology Analysis**

The past years have seen a tremendous explosion in interest in the fields of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. Without doubt, these fields hold much promise, especially in an area that is so tied to machine intelligence such as product recommendation.

To analyze the current technological environment, we must first view the development of recommendation techniques from a holistic point of view. In the 1990s and the early 2000s, most recommendation techniques focussed on keyword frequency and hardcoded rules. Soon, development also focussed to matching users with similar users and recommending based on what people similar to you enjoyed.
This technique is known as collaborative filtering, and is nowadays the absolute bare minimum in state of the art recommendation techniques.

However, with the rise of Big Data and the amount of exploratory training data available, many companies are looking towards developments in Machine Learning. Perhaps the biggest area relevant to many recommendation engines that discover products based on a deeper semantic understanding (opposed to just comparing things like price) is Natural Language Processing.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is the field of understanding human language. There has been much interest and success in recent years, ranging from language translation to intent understanding. Challenges still exist in scaling for more mediums, more domains, and more languages. However, most of the progress is directly applicable to the industry of product recommendation! Active research challenges don’t apply to this field. One main remaining issue is detecting sarcasm in reviews, which poses a challenge to the best state of the art models.

A recent technological development posed to radically change the field of recommendation is the resurgence of Deep Neural Networks. Neural Networks are neurologically-inspired algorithms that are able to leverage huge amounts of data, such as the data we currently have available for product recommendation. Google has shown huge interest in using these Neural Networks for product recommendation, and such open-source technologies may find perfect market fits in very domain-specific applications.

Fig. 4: The approach taken by recent research in using Neural Networks for recommendation.
The timeframe for Machine Learning technology to disrupt product recommendation on a huge scale is now. Consumers are accepting the increasing nature of ubiquitous AI that improves our lives in small ways across web platforms, and general AI advances are being brought to the recommendation space.

**Market Analysis**

There are a wide host of websites and applications that cover discovery and recommendations throughout different spaces via different sources, and degrees of, intelligence. All of the possible applications seem to have a very large market. The category that immediately comes to mind is the e-commerce sector. This multi-billion market is without a doubt growing at a massive rate, as seen in the below figures.

![Figure 5: The online retail market is a $300 Billion+ market that heavily uses product recommendation to drive sales.](source: Forrester Research Online Retail Forecast, 2012 To 2017 (US))
Beyond e-commerce, however, there are many domains that involve recommendation. Below in Figure 7, some major players are listed according to specificity of domain covered, and level of intelligence used in presenting the information.
Fig. 7: A landscape analysis of some product recommendation and discovery websites and applications in terms of intelligence level and range of domains.

As shown, existing players occupy each quadrant of this landscape analysis. There are entities such as Google, Facebook and Pinterest that incorporate high levels of ML/AI to tailor outputs to the user. On the other hand, websites/apps such as Reddit and Tinder lack ML/AI, and rely on collaborative or manual filtering for their outputs. Furthermore, there are entities that cover a vast range of domains, and those who only operate in a niche space. Amazon, for example covers a large range of spaces such as consumer products, electronics, books, clothes, entertainment and more, where a website such as Kayak, operates solely within the travel industry.

Furthermore, we can look more closely into specific industries that are popular among the space of product recommendation and discovery. Figure 8 demonstrates some big players in various industries that are popular in product discovery and recommendation.

Fig. 8: A landscape analysis of some product discovery and recommendation websites and applications of common industries.

As shown, each of these industries are occupied. Although there are niche markets that are not addressed in this figure, we are ignoring them for lack of a large potential impact in the space of product discovery and recommendations as a whole. Because of the existing saturation throughout these industries, we conclude that new incumbents need to think outside the box if they want a chance to compete. Creating incremental improvements in ML/AI algorithms to deliver a slightly better
product can be useful, but will likely not be sustaining due to lack of reframing technology or differentiation from the rest of the market.

**Opportunities**

In order to address a potential opportunity at hand, it is important to observe trends of the hardware that supports these websites and applications, as well as the underlying problem that has yet to be addressed by all current solutions. Typing on smartphones or smart watches is set to be obsolete. With the ubiquity of touch technology, and the growing popularity of voice commands, UX is evolving towards a system that is smarter, and requires less clicks from the end-user. Furthermore, there is still an underlying problem with all current solutions that has not been addressed: the end user is still required to prompt the website or application to open. The current solution is not smart enough to predict what engine to open at the right time. The opportunity gap for the next reframing and differentiating product should address these two areas.

There lies potential for a product that is smart enough to prompt websites to open, without your direct input, and removes the need for the end-user to type anything into a field. As of late October 2016, a player by the name of Ulli (believe it or not) has entered this space. Ulli is the world’s first “self-driving internet,” or AI search engine. It was designed in order to render the most relevant actions and content while browsing the internet, in order to navigate more seamlessly. We predict that products like Ulli are the next big market, and are sure to reframe the way we browse the internet on our smartphones and watches.

**Conclusion**

Throughout the course of this class, we analyzed the landscape of product discovery and recommendations, and brainstormed ways in which we can add value to this space. Through our attempt at the productization of a system that curates data to enable more facile comparison, we realized that innovation in this area is more wholesome. Though there is room for incremental improvement in the degree of intelligence offered, and the niche markets they cover, the value proposition for these projects would deem the venture unsustainable. However, there lies a “crack in the wall” to enter this industry and create a reframing and differentiating innovation. If a solution is able to prompt websites open without an end-user’s intervention, and if that solution can virtually eliminate the need for the end-user to type information into a field, then it has the potential to succeed.
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Appendix: Industry Data for Search Engines in the US
(Source: Ibis)

The Supply Chain

Key Economic Drivers
- Number of mobile internet connections
- Consumer spending
- Percentage of services conducted online
- Total advertising expenditure
- Demand from internet publishing and broadcasting

Supply Industries
- Internet Publishing and Broadcasting
- Internet Service Providers

Demand Industries
- Retail Trade
- Advertising Agencies
- Consumers

Related Industries
- Wireless Telecommunications Carriers
- VoIP
- Internet Service Providers
- Internet Publishing and Broadcasting

Related International Industries

Search Engines in the US